
1. Introduction
Magnetosheath jets are dynamic pressure enhancements resulting from a either velocity increase, a density 
increase, or a combination of both (Archer & Horbury, 2013). There has been a great interest in magnetosheath 
jets in recent years (see Plaschke et  al.  (2018) for an overview), but the evolution and the formation mecha-
nisms of jets are still under debate. While the boundaries of jets are marked by density or velocity increases, the 
magnetic field inside jets often decreases or increases in comparison with the surrounding magnetosheath plasma 
(Plaschke et al., 2013). This causes magnetic field and density gradients in the vicinity of the jet. These gradients 
potentially generate a variety of waves as the plasma inside and outside the jets has different properties. Raptis 
et al. (2022) showed that the particle distributions inside jets are highly variable and there can be two plasma 
populations present. Waves can transfer energy between particle distributions through wave-particle interactions. 
Therefore, it is of interest to study waves inside, and in the vicinity of, jets.

Previous studies have revealed some typical properties of jets (Plaschke et al.  (2018) and references therein). 
Magnetosheath jets have a typical size of about 0.1 Earth radii (RE) (Plaschke et al., 2020) but the morphology 
of jets is still under debate (Plaschke et al., 2018). Note, in the literature there are also other names used for these 
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dynamic pressure enhancements (Plaschke et al., 2018). For example, Gunell et al. (2014) called them plasmoids 
and Plaschke et al. (2013) called them high-speed jets.

The occurrence rate of jets depends on the angle θBn between the interplanetary magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵IMF (IMF) and 
the bow shock normal 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 (Plaschke et al., 2013). The bow shock and the magnetosheath are considered to be 
quasi-parallel if θBn < 45° and quasi-perpendicular if θBn > 45°. The formation mechanisms of magnetosheath 
jets are still under debate but they are often associated with phenomena at the quasi-parallel bow shock and there-
fore the foreshock (Plaschke et al., 2018). The foreshock is the region upstream of the quasi-parallel bow shock, 
penetrated by reflected particles from the bow shock (Eastwood et al., 2005).

The magnetosheath itself is a highly turbulent region where a variety of waves in plasma can be observed. 
Commonly observed electromagnetic waves are mirror mode waves, Alfvén/ion-cyclotron waves and whistler 
waves (Lucek et al., 2005). An ion temperature anistropy where Ti⊥ > Ti‖ can excite either the ion-cyclotron insta-
bility or the mirror mode instability depending on plasma-β (Gary, 1992). Taking into account a small Helium 
population, Gary et  al.  (1993) showed that for β < 1 the proton-cyclotron modes dominates while for β > 2 
the mirror mode is excited. Whistler waves in the magnetosheath are often observed in local magnetic minima 
(Smith & Tsurutani, 1976) and their generation has been associated with the local temperature anisotropy (Huang 
et al., 2018; Kennel & Petschek, 1966). Lower hybrid waves have been reported close to the magnetopause asso-
ciated with magnetopause reconnection (Pritchett et al., 2012). These lower hybrid waves are suggested to be 
generated by strong density gradients (Krall & Liewer, 1971; Pritchett et al., 2012). In addition, different kinds of 
electrostatic waves have been reported (Rodriguez, 1979). The authors report a high frequency component close 
to the electron plasma frequency fpe, a low frequency component at the ion plasma frequency fpi, and a intermedi-
ate component fpi < f < fpe. Pickett et al. (2005) suggested that electrostatic solitary structures could be generated 
by counter-streaming electrons.

Raptis et al. (2022) reported a jet which exhibits a strongly variable ion velocity distribution consisting of two ion 
populations. The authors suggest that the variations in the ion velocity distribution is the result of the jet inter-
acting with the magnetosheath plasma. Such a plasma could drive a variety of different waves. So far, there have 
been only two attempts to investigate waves in magnetosheath jets systematically namely by Gunell et al. (2014) 
and Karlsson et al.  (2018). In addition, a study by Blanco-Cano et al.  (2020) investigated the magnetosheath 
microstructure, which included a short discussion of wave activity inside and outside jets. None of these previous 
studies have investigated the sources of these waves with respect to local plasma parameters using spacecraft data. 
Locally generated waves can transfer energy between particle distributions and can therefore change properties of 
jets. Consequently, it is of interest to study waves and their sources in, and in the vicinity of, magnetosheath jets.

The first study on waves in jets by Gunell et al. (2014) used data from the Cluster mission. They reported an 
increase in wave activity inside jets (plasmoids in their terminology). They observed both whistler waves and 
waves in the lower hybrid frequency range. The authors noted that an increased speed of the jet in comparison to 
the surrounding plasma provides energy for the generation of waves which has also been reported in laboratory 
experiments (Hurtig et al., 2005). In these experiments currents are seen to develop at boundaries of laboratory 
jets. Such currents drive lower hybrid waves. Gunell et al. (2014) suggested that whistler waves are driven by 
beams that form from the acceleration of electrons. These electrons are accelerated by electric fields parallel to 
the magnetic field which are formed by the interaction of the jet with the magnetosheath plasma. However, the 
sources of the waves were not further investigated using data. The study did not find any waves with frequencies 
higher than the whistler mode waves, most likely due to the low time resolution of the data.

The second study on waves in jets by Karlsson et al. (2018) used survey and fast mode data from the magne-
tospheric multiscale (MMS) mission. The authors also reported whistler waves and wave activity in the lower 
hybrid frequency range in agreement with Gunell et al.  (2014). In addition, they reported broadband electro-
static waves extending above the electron gyrofrequency as well as quasi-periodic low frequency electromagnetic 
waves with a period of about 10 s. The authors suggested that the broadband electrostatic waves are related to 
broadband electrostatic noise (BEN) which could be associated with ion acoustic or Langmuir waves. According 
to them, the BEN is the signature of solitary waves in a spectrum. The low frequency electromagnetic waves have 
a large compressional component and where only observed in jets that are located in the quasi-parallel magne-
tosheath. It was suggested that these waves are associated with ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves that form in the 
foreshock and convect into the magnetosheath. The authors did not investigate the sources of the waves in the 
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lower hybrid frequency range or the whistler waves further. Karlsson et al. (2018) also investigated the energy of 
jets dissipated through waves and found that only the low frequency waves are possibly energetically important.

Another study by Blanco-Cano et al. (2020) examined the magnetosheath microstructure. They also investigated 
low frequency waves both inside and outside of jets using MMS data. They reported mirror mode waves outside 
of jets and waves with larger transverse components inside of jets. The authors suggested that the wave inside of 
jets could be a combination of several different wave modes, but they did not investigate it further.

In this paper, for the first time, we make use of high resolution data to investigate waves observed in jets. We 
report and discuss the different observed waves, give their properties and discuss their sources. We also discuss 
the limitations of approximations that are commonly used to derive wave properties. This is a step toward under-
standing the microphysics in jets which can help to understand the formation and evolution of jets better. This 
paper is structured as follows. First, the data and the methods that are used will be described in Section 2. Then, 
in Section 3, a detailed analysis of waves in one magnetosheath jet will be presented which includes a discussion 
of the wave generation. Furthermore, two more magnetosheath jets are briefly discussed in Section 4. Finally, in 
Section 5, we discuss similarities and differences between the jets.

2. Instrumentation and Methods
Data from the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission (Burch et al., 2016) are used in this work. We use data 
from the Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) (Russell et al., 2016) for the magnetic field vector. The data used have 
128 samples per second in burst mode and 16 samples per second in fast mode. For variations in the magnetic 
field, the AC magnetic field vector is obtained from the search coil magnetometer (SCM) (Le Contel et al., 2016). 
In burst mode the data are provided with 8192 samples per second and in survey mode with 32 samples per 
second. In SCM burst mode data can be used to study magnetic field variations in 1–4,096 Hz. The Electric 
field Double Probe (EDP) (Ergun et al., 2016; Lindqvist et al., 2016) provides measurements of the electric field 
vector. The burst mode data have 8192 samples per second and 32 samples per second in fast mode. Finally, we 
use the Fast Plasma Investigation (FPI) (Pollock et al., 2016) instrument for the ion and electron distributions as 
well as moments derived from them. The burst mode data have a time resolution of 30 ms for the electron data 
and 150 ms for the ion data.

For the IMF and solar wind properties propagated to the bow shock nose, the OMNI data set is used (Papitashvili 
& King, 2020).

All data are presented in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic coordinates if not otherwise stated. If single spacecraft meas-
urements are shown, data from the MMS1 spacecraft are used. We also make use of a field aligned coordinate 
(FAC) system with respect to a background magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 . The FAC system is constructed so that the parallel 
component is 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴‖ ‖ �⃗�𝐵 , the perpendicular components are 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴⟂1 ‖

(
𝐴𝐴𝐴‖ × �⃗�𝑥𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

)
 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴⟂2 ‖ ( 𝐴𝐴𝐴‖ × 𝐴𝐴𝐴⟂1) .

Whenever a background magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 is used, it refers to the magnetic field measured by the FGM instrument. 
The AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 is chosen depending on the frequency range that is investigated. For wave activity 
above 1 Hz data from the SCM instrument are used. For wave activity close to and below 1 Hz a filter frequency 
ffilt is chosen. Then the FGM data are low pass filtered with a cut-off frequency ffilt to get an estimate for the back-
ground magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 . The FGM data are also high pass filtered to get an estimate of the AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 . 
Note, if the high passed filtered FGM data are used for wave activity, only waves with frequencies up to 64 Hz can 
be investigated due to the limitations of the sampling frequency of 128 Hz (in burst mode).

The bow shock normal 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 is estimated using a three-dimensional model for the bow shock by Formisano (1979). 
We determined 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 at the minimum distance to the bow shock along the plasma flow direction in the magne-
tosheath. The upstream data were averaged over 4 min before and after the observation of a jet. The flow direction 
was calculated using the median value of measurements 5 min before and after the observation of a jet.

The current density 𝐴𝐴 𝑗𝑗  is estimated using the curlometer method using data from the FGM (Dunlop et al., 1988). 
The method makes use of magnetic field measurements from all four spacecraft to estimate the current density 
according to Ampere's law.
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In the literature, different methods have been used to identify magnetosheath jets (see Table 1 in Plaschke 
et al. (2018) for an overview). These methods can be categorized whether the dynamic pressure 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣

2

𝑖𝑖
 is 

compared to upstream conditions or averaged local conditions (Plaschke et al., 2018). A commonly used crite-
ria, using upstream conditions, is the Plaschke et al. (2013) criteria, but his method can only be used in the in 
the subsolar regime (θs < 30° where θs = arccos(xGSE/r) with r the distance to the Earth's center). Since we do 
not want to constrain our study to jets in the subsolar region, we use averaged local conditions for the imposed 
threshold. In this study the method of Archer and Horbury (2013) is used. Magnetosheath plasma is identified 
as a jet if it exceeds the threshold of two times the background dynamic pressure Pd > 2〈Pd〉. The background 
dynamic pressure 〈Pd〉 is calculated from an running average over 20 min using local magnetosheath conditions.

In this study we investigate three jets in total. The jets are chosen from the data set described in Goncharov 
et al. (2020). The data set was reduced to jet events where burst mode data are available. Based on the remaining 
subset we chose three jets in different magnetosheath regions under different magnetosheath conditions.

3. Observations
In the following, a magnetosheath jet which was observed on 3 January 2018, between 19:41:49.9–59.3 UT, 
is presented and analyzed in more detail. The jet was observed by the MMS spacecraft which were located at 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴GSE ≈ (9.4, 7.1, 3.9) RE , corresponding to a solar zenith angle θs = 41°. The angle between the IMF and the 
bow shock normal is θBn ≈ 46° which indicates that the jet is located in the quasi-perpendicular magnetosheath. 
During this jet observation the configuration of the four MMS spacecraft was a potato-shaped tetrahedron with 
an elongation of 0.45 and a planarity of 0.57 according to the classification by Robert et al. (1998). For a regular 
tetrahedral configuration all interspacecraft distances would be the same which corresponds to a planarity of 0. 
The potato-shaped spacecraft configuration is therefore not optimal for four-spacecraft-analysis.

Figure 1 gives an overview over the observations. Figure 1A shows the MMS1 data (Figures 1Aa–A1e) and the 
upstream magnetic field propagated to the bow shock (Figure 1Af) over a 20 min interval centered around the 
jet. We present the magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 , ion energy spectrum Ei, ion velocity 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 , ion and electron densities ni, ne, and 
dynamic pressure Pd of the surrounding magnetosheath. The black, vertical lines highlight the time where burst 
mode data is available between 19:41:33–42:23 UT. Figure 1Ae shows the dynamic pressure Pd as well as the 
threshold of twice the average dynamic pressure 2〈Pd〉, which is calculated over a 20 min running average. The 
dynamic pressure exceeds the threshold three times during a time interval of 75 s between 19:40:45–42:00 UT. 
Previous studies (e.g., Raptis et al., 2020) have considered such data to correspond to one jet instead of three 
separate jets. In the following we will only investigate the last and also highest peak in dynamic pressure since 
data in burst mode is only available during this time.

An overview over the burst mode data is presented in Figure 1B. These data will be described in detail in the 
following paragraphs. The black, vertical lines in Figure  1B mark the time where the jet is observed as the 
dynamic pressure Pd exceeds the threshold 2〈Pd〉 (Figure 1Bh). In addition, the spatial configuration of the four 
MMS spacecraft is shown in Figure 1C. The distance between the spacecraft varies between 17 km (MMS1 and 
MMS4) and 40 km (MMS3 and MMS4).

The magnetic field direction is the same before and after the jet but inside the jet there is a rotation of the magnetic 
field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 (Figure 1Bc). This rotation leads to an increase in the current density (Figure 1Bi). Figure 1Bf shows the 
density from all four spacecraft which indicate that there are density gradients present. For example, Figure 1Bg 
shows the magnetic field magnitude from all four spacecraft which also indicates that there are magnetic field 
gradients present. Therefore the plasma environment cannot be considered homogeneous at the edges of the jet.

The AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 (Figure 1Bb) shows an increased wave activity at different frequencies inside, and in 
the vicinity of, the jet between 19:41:48–42:03. We compute the AC magnetic field spectrum P(B) of the magnetic 
field magnitude using a continuous wavelet transform (Figure 1Bj), and use the same method to calculate the 
electric field spectrum P(E) of the electric field magnitude (Figure 1Bk). The electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 (Figure 1Bc) also 
shows an increase in wave activity inside the jet between 19:41:50–58 UT.

To further investigate these waves, we make use of the methods for wave propagation analysis developed by 
Santolík et al. (2003). It can be used to obtain estimates for the angle θk which is the angle between the wave 
vector and the background magnetic field (Figure 1Bl). The method also gives an estimate for the ellipticity ϵ of 
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the AC magnetic field. The ellipticity ϵ is defined as the ratio of the two axes of the polarization ellipse ϵ = a/b 
where a ≤ b such that |ϵ| ≤ 1. An ellipticity ϵ = +1 corresponds to a right-handed circularly polarized wave, ϵ = 0 
corresponds to a linear polarized wave, and ϵ = −1 corresponds to a left-handed circularly polarized wave. The 
ellipticity ϵ is shown in Figure 1Bm, showing that waves of different polarization are present.

Figure 1. Overview over the event. A: 20 min overview of surrounding magnetosheath: (a) magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 , (b) ion energy spectrum Ei in units of [keV/
(cm 2 s sr keV)], (c) ion velocity 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 , (d) ion and electron densities ni, ne, (e) dynamic pressure Pd, including averaged dynamic pressure 〈Pd〉, and (f) interplanetary 
magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 . The vertical black lines indicate the time interval where burst mode data is available. B: overview over burst mode data. (a) Magenetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 , (b) 
AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 , (c) electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 , (d) ion energy spectrum Ei in units of [keV/(cm 2 s sr keV)], (e) ion velocity 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 , (f) ion density ni from MMS1-4, (g) magnetic 
field magnitude |B| from MMS1-4, (h) dynamic pressure Pd including averaged magnetic pressure 〈Pd〉 and the threshold 2〈Pd〉, (i) current density 𝐴𝐴 |𝑗𝑗| , (j) magnetic field 
spectrum P(B) in units of [(nT) 2/Hz], (k) electric field spectrum P(E) in units of [(mV/m) 2/Hz], (l) propagation angle θk with respect to the magnetic field, and (m) 
ellipticity ϵ. The colored curves in the spectra (j–m) indicate the following natural frequencies: the lower hybrid frequency flh in blue, the electron cyclotron frequency 
fce in gray, and the ion plasma frequency fpi in red. The vertical black lines indicate the jet. C: The MMS spacecraft configuration in the xy-plane (left) and the xz-plane 
(right).
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We will investigate the following types of waves that show an increased activity inside the jet: electromag-
netic waves with a frequency of approximately 1 Hz that have an increased amplitude close to edge of the jet 
(Figures  1Bb and  1Bc); higher frequency electromagnetic waves (increased wave activity around 100  Hz in 
Figures 1Bj and 1Bk); electrostatic waves as well as electrostatic solitary waves, both are seen in Figure 1Bc and 
as wave activity above 100 Hz in 1Bk; electromagnetic wave activity in the range of 5 − 200 Hz. In particular, 
we are going to compare the observed waves with wave modes and their properties as they are derived in their 
simplest form (e.g., as they are derived in textbooks). We will refer to these wave modes as “basic” wave modes. 
We will then also discuss whether these approximations hold or a more complex picture needs to be taken into 
account. In addition, we will discuss possible generation mechanisms. We consider waves to be electrostatic if we 
only observe a signal in the electric field data but not in the magnetic field data.

The data used are available with 8192 samples per second, thus we will only investigate waves with frequencies 
smaller than 4 kHz. This excludes for example, electron plasma waves since the plasma frequency of electrons is 
approximately 6 kHz.

We will first describe the properties of each wave. Then the wave mode will be identified, if possible, and the 
source of each wave will be investigated.

3.1. 1 Hz Electromagnetic Waves

Close to the edge of the magnetosheath jet, around 19:41:50 UT and 19:42:00 UT, there is an increased wave 
activity in the magnetic field with frequencies around 1 Hz (Figures 1Bb and 1Bj). To examine these waves 
further, also below 1 Hz, the background magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 and the AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 are constructed using 
a low-pass filter frequency of 0.33 Hz as described in Section 2. This frequency was chosen to examine waves 
that have at least three periods within the jet which has a duration of 10 s. Using a lower frequency would be 
equivalent to considering the jet itself as a wave. Figure 2 gives an overview over these waves and their properties.

The calculated background magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 is shown in Figure 2a, the AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 in FAC is shown 
in Figure  2b and its spectrum in Figure  2c. The electric field spectrum is shown in Figure  2d and the ion 
density ni in Figure 2e. To examine variations in the ion density δni (Figure 2f) and ion velocity components 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 (Figure 2g), the same filter frequency is used as for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 . In addition, the threshold for the mirror mode wave 
Cm = 1 + β⊥(1 − T⊥/T‖) < 0 is given (Kivelson & Russell, 1995) (Figure 2h). The magnetic pressure Pmag = B 2/2μ0, 
thermal pressure Pth = nkBT (Figure 2i) and the dynamic pressure Pd including the threshold 2〈Pd〉 (Figure 2j) 
are given. The vertical lines highlight the two wave packets with increased wave amplitudes (Figures 2b and 2c).

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 reaches amplitudes of up to 6 nT (Figure 2b at 19:42:01 UT) and the increased wave activity is observed for 
about 4 s, both at the leading edge of the jet around 19:41:48 UT and the trailing edge of the jet around 19:42:01 
UT. The waves are observed when there is an increase or a decrease in ni (Figure 2e). Figure 2f shows that δB‖ 
is anti-correlated with δni. This anti-correlation is most prominent around 19:41:50 UT and 19:42:00 UT. δB⊥ 
and δB‖ have similar amplitudes (Figure 2b). Figure 2g shows 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 which has also an increased amplitude during 
times of increased wave activity. Figure 2i shows that Pth and Pmag are anti-correlated (e.g., around 19:42:00 UT).

The phase velocity of waves can be determined using wave packets from all four MMS spacecraft and time-shift 
these wave packets so that their wave forms overlap. In order to estimate the phase speed of the 1 Hz electromag-
netic waves we used δni from all four MMS spacecraft. Since this was only done to get a rough estimate of the 
speed, we used a simple eye inspection to determine the best overlap. For the first wave packet this results in a 
speed of 60 km s −1 and for the second packet in a speed of 90 km s −1 in the spacecraft frame. This corresponds to 
a propagation speed of about 160 km s −1 and 140 km s −1 in the plasma reference frame. Note, the potato–shaped 
tetrahedral spacecraft configuration is not optimal and the velocity is just an estimate.

To our knowledge, there is no basic wave mode that explains all the properties of the above described wave. 
Nevertheless, there are several wave modes that can explain some of the properties, namely slow mode waves, 
mirror mode waves, and electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves. The typical properties of these waves will be 
discussed in the following.

The anti-correlation of δB‖ and δni suggests the mirror mode as a possible wave mode (Figure 2f). This is also 
supported by the anti-correlation of Pth and Pmag (Figure  2i). Basic mirror modes, as they are derived using 
magnetohydrodynamic approximations, are non-propagating waves in the plasma reference frame (Southwood & 
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Kivelson, 1993). The instability threshold for mirror modes is shown in Figure 2h where Cm < 0 for the plasma to 
support mirror mode waves. For the packet around 19:42:00 UT the plasma does not supports mirror mode waves 
as Cm > 0 and these waves should be heavily damped. However, for the packet around 14:41:50 UT, the plasma 
might support mirror mode waves as Cm ≈ 0. For the smaller packet observed around 19:41:56 UT Cm < 0 such 
that the plasma can support mirror modes. Note, gradients in the magnetic field and density can modify mirror 
modes to non-zero real frequency waves, implying that they can be propagating in the plasma reference frame 
(Hasegawa, 1969), so called drift mirror modes. In addition, finite ion-Larmor radius effects cause a decrease in 
the stability threshold (Pokhotelov et al., 2004). This effect is likely to be relevant as the wavelength of the wave 
is of the order of 100 km and the ion-Larmor radius is of the order of 60 km. Therefore, we expect the resulting 
mirror mode threshold to be lower than indicated by Cm. The observed waves are propagating and exist when 
Cm > 0, which suggests that these waves are not locally generated mirror modes.

Slow mode waves also show anti-correlated δB‖ and δni, as well as an anti-correlation of Pth and Pmag. In 
comparison to mirror modes, slow modes waves are propagating with velocities smaller than the Alfvén speed 
vA ≈ 50–100 km s −1 in the plasma reference frame. We determined the velocity of the observed waves to be 

Figure 2. 1 Hz electromagnetic waves. (a) Background magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 , (b) AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 , (c) magnetic field 
spectrum P(B) in units of [(nT) 2/Hz], (d) electric field spectrum P(E) in units of [(mV/m) 2/Hz], (e) ion density ni, (f) variation 
in the ion density ni and the in parallel magnetic field δB‖, (g) variations in the ion velocity 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 , (h) instability threshold for 
mirror mode Cm, (i) magnetic pressure Pmag, thermal pressure Pth, (j) dynamic pressure Pd and background dynamic pressure 
〈Pd〉. The vertical black lines indicate the two wave packets discussed in the text.
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138 km s −1 and 160 km s −1. Thus, the observed waves propagate with speeds higher than the local Alfvén speed 
which suggests that the waves are not basic slow mode waves.

Slow mode waves or mirror mode waves could only account for δB‖ and δni, but not for δB⊥ which has a compa-
rable amplitude to δB‖.

Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves exhibit variations in the perpendicular magnetic field and should 
be observed below the ion cyclotron frequency fci which is around 0.3 − 0.4 Hz for protons. EMIC waves are 
predicted to propagate quasi-parallel to the background magnetic field. Due to their nonzero propagation velocity 
they should be Doppler shifted in the spacecraft frame. As described previously, we found that the wave propa-
gates below the plasma flow speed. We interpret this result as the wave is moving away from the spacecraft which 
results in an observed frequency that is similar or lower than the frequency in the non-moving plasma frame. This 
indicates that EMIC waves would be observed at frequencies lower than fci. Therefore, an electromagnetic ion 
cyclotron wave, as they are derived for a homogeneous plasma, cannot explain our observations.

The dispersion relation and other typical properties for the previously discussed wave modes are usually derived 
in the context of a homogeneous plasma, which cannot be assumed here since the waves are observed when 
there is a change in density and rotation in the magnetic field. For example, we estimated the density to approxi-
mately  increase with up to 40% within one wavelength for the first packet. Furthermore, for linear theory the vari-
ations are assumed to be much smaller than the background magnetic field. This cannot necessarily be assumed 
for waves with an amplitude of 6 nT compared to the ambient magnetic field with about 20 nT. Therefore, it might 
not be possible to reduce the observed waves to one of the basic wave modes. An additional complication is the 
fact that the waves could have been generated elsewhere and propagated to the position of the spacecraft. The 
fact that the 1 Hz waves are associated with the density gradient and magnetic field rotation it points to a local 
generation of the wave instead of a propagation from elsewhere.

Omidi and Winske (1995) simulated propagating mirror mode waves which could not be linked to a basic wave 
mode. The authors call them Mirror and Slow (MEOW) waves as they have properties between slow mode waves 
and mirror mode waves. Another possibility is that the 1 Hz waves might be a superposition of several different 
modes. Similarly, Sahraoui et al. (2003) reported the superposition of the slow mode, mirror mode and Alfvén 
mode in the magnetosheath using the k-filtering technique. Zhao et al. (2019) suggested the simultaneous exist-
ence of electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves and mirror modes in the magnetosheath.

The 1 Hz electromagnetic waves cannot be described by the properties of a basic wave mode but exhibits proper-
ties of several different wave modes instead. We suggest that the commonly used approximations, such as homo-
geneity, fail to describe this wave mode due to the non-homogeneous plasma environment.

3.2. Whistler Waves

In Figures 1Bj and 1Bk there are several occurrences where there is an increase of wave activity in the magnetic 
and electric spectrum in the frequency range 50–200 Hz. The polarization analysis shows an ellicpicity ϵ ≈ 1 (red 
in Figure 1Bm) and a propagation angle θk ≈ 0 (blue in Figure 1Bl) for these wave occurrences. We will now show 
and discuss one of these wave occurrences which was observed between 19:41:50.2–50.7 UT in more detail.

An overview of the observation is given in Figure 3, where Figure 3A gives a broader overview over the surround-
ing plasma between 19:41:48–52 UT and Figure 3B shows the packet between 19:41:50.1–50.8 UT.

The wave is observed with a frequency f ≈ 50–100 Hz (Figures 3Ac and 3Bb) which is approximately 0.1fce 
with fce as the electron cyclotron frequency. As seen in Figure 3Ba, the oscillations are mainly in the perpen-
dicular magnetic field δB⊥, corresponding to a small θk < 25° (Figure 3Be). Similar wave activity can also be 
observed in the electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 (Figure 3Bb). The amplitude of these waves is about 0.4 nT and the duration of 
the observed packet is about 0.5 s. The propagation angle is small with respect to 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 (Figure 3Be). The ellipticity 
ϵ ≈ + 1 (Figure 3Bf), corresponding to a right handed, circularly polarized wave. The wave is observed during 
a local minimum of the total magnetic field (Figure 3Aa) and there is an electron temperature anisotropy with 
Te‖ > Te⊥ (Figure 3Ah). During the wave activity, we observed a butterfly-shaped electron pitch-angle distribution 
(Figure 3Ai).Similar wave activity can be seen throughout the jet, but also outside of the jet as seen in Figure 1B.
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Right handed, circularly polarized electromagnetic waves that have a small propagating angle with respect to the 
magnetic field are typical properties of whistler waves. Whistler waves in the magnetosheath, sometimes also 
referred to as lion roars, were first reported by Smith et al. (1969) and have been repeatedly reported together 
with mirror mode waves (Breuillard et al., 2018; Tsurutani et al., 1982). Whistler waves in magnetosheath jets 
were already reported by Gunell et al. (2014) and confirmed by Karlsson et al. (2018). However, their generation 
mechanism has not yet been investigated.

Gunell et al. (2014) suggested that electric fields at the boundary of jets can accelerate electrons to form beams. 
These beams can then excite whistler waves through Cherenkov resonances (Stenzel, 1999). However, our data 
does not show an increased electric field close to the jet boundary, but we cannot rule out the existence of an 
electron beam. An electron beam might not be observed since the FPI instrument does not resolve electrons below 
10 eV which corresponds to an electron speed ≈1,800 km s −1.

Thorne and Tsurutani (1981) suggested that whistler mode waves in the magnetosheath are generated from the 
cyclotron resonance instability for anisotropic electron temperatures with Te‖ < Te⊥. However, whistler waves in 
the magnetosheath have also been observed for butterfly-shaped pitch-angle distribution even though Te‖ > Te⊥ 
(Svenningsson et al., 2022). These whistler waves were also associated with magnetic field minima. A study by 
Breuillard et al.  (2018) reported observation of whistler waves that were generated through the ion cyclotron 
resonance even though Te,‖ > Te⊥. The authors also reported that the whistler waves are often embedded in the 

Figure 3. Example of whistler waves observed inside the jet. A: (a) Magnetic field magnitude |B|, (b) AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 in field aligned coordinate (FAC), (c) 
magnetic field spectrum P(B) in units of [(nT) 2/Hz], (d) electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 in FAC, (e) electric field spectrum P(E) in units of [(mV/m) 2/Hz], (f) propagation angle θk, (g) 
ellipticity ϵ, and (h) parallel and perpendicular electron temperatures Te,‖, Te,⊥, (i) average electron pitch angle distribution in units of [kev/(cm 2 s sr keV)]. The vertical 
black lines indicate the time interval for B. B: (a) AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 in FAC, (b) magnetic field spectrum P(B) in units of [(nT) 2/Hz], (c) electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 in FAC, (d) 
electric field spectrum P(E) in units of [(mV/m) 2/Hz], (e) propagation angle θk, (f) ellipticity ϵ.
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local minima of mirror mode waves. They suggested that a perpendicular temperature anisotropy (Te‖ < Te⊥) in a 
particular energy range can generate whistler waves.

Svenningsson et al. (2022) found whistler waves in the magnetosheath in regions stable to the previous described 
instability. These whistler waves are found inside ion-scaled local magnetic minima and are associated with 
butterfly-shaped electron pitch-angle distributions. The instability of a butterfly-shaped electron pitch-angle 
distribution with respect to whistler waves was confirmed with modeling. While the authors focused on the 
quasi-parallel magenotsheath, similar observations have been made in the quasi-perpendicular magnetosheath 
inside local magnetic minima of mirror mode structures (Kitamura et al., 2020). The whistler waves inside the 
jet were observed during a local magnetic minimum and the electron pitch-angle distribution is butterfly-shaped. 
This points toward a generation of the whistler waves through a butterfly-shaped pitch-angle distribution.

We can confirm the existence of whistler waves in magnetosheath jets in agreement with previous work (Gunell 
et al., 2014; Karlsson et al., 2018), but we suggest that the waves are most likely generated by a butterfly-shaped 
pitch-angle distribution in local magnetic minima. The butterfly-shaped pitch angle distribution was also present 
during the other occurrences of whistler waves in the same jet (data not shown). The remaining open question 
is what causes such butterfly-shaped pitch angle distributions. Yao et al. (2018) found that butterfly pitch-angle 
distribution were created by betatron cooling inside mirror modes. Svenningsson et al.  (2022) suggested that 
butterfly pitch-angle distribution can have other sources such as discontinuities or current sheets. Since we were 
not able to classify the 1 Hz waves we cannot determine which of the named processes are important for forming 
a butterfly-shaped pitch-angle distributions inside of jets.

Note, the longest lasting whistler packet is observed between 19:42:10–19:42:15 UT (Figures 1Bj–1Bm), which 
is outside the jet. In comparison to the previous discussed packet, it is not associated with 1 Hz waves. This points 
to another generation mechanism for this packet, or the wave propagated there, but was generated elsewhere. As 
this packet lies outside the jet, it will not be discussed further here.

3.3. Broadband Electrostatic Waves

Several wave packets of electrostatic waves inside the jet can be observed in the electric field as seen in Figure 1Bc. 
We will investigate and discuss one of these wave packets which was observed between 19:41:51.8–51.9 UT in 
more detail to determine the nature of these waves. Figure 4A gives an overview over the AC magnetic field in 
FAC 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 (Figure 4Aa), the electric field in FAC 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 (Figure 4Ab), and their spectra P(E) and P(B) (Figures Ac and 
Ad). Figure 4B shows the electric field measurements parallel to the magnetic field E‖ from all 4 MMS spacecraft 
between 19:41:51.5–52.5 UT. Note, Figure 4B is a zoom-out of Figure 4A. Figure 4A shows parts of the large 
wave packets observed by MMS1 in Figure 4B (in black) which is also marked by the vertical lines.

The wave can only be observed in 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 but not in 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 , therefore this wave is electrostatic. Furthermore, the dominating 
component of the electric field is E‖ (Figure 4Ab). In addition, the wave forms are irregular which results in a 
broadband signature in P(E) with frequencies around 0.2 − 2 kHz (Figure 4Ac). Note, there is some whistler wave 
activity in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 which results in a narrow band in P(B) which is not correlated with the electrostatic wave activity. 
The amplitude of the electrostatic wave is varying within the packet. The packet shown in Figure 4A reaches 
amplitudes of about 5 mV m −1. The duration and amplitudes of these wave packets also vary, but generally, the 
duration is below 1 s (Figure 4B). The MMS 2–4 spacecraft also observed electrostatic wave activity, but the 
wave packets have smaller amplitudes and a different duration. Therefore, these wave packets either change their 
appearance quickly, are damped, or have a spatial extent, smaller than the distance between the MMS spacecrafts 
(17 − 40 km). Since we do not observe similar wave packets on multiple spacecraft, we cannot determine the 
propagation velocity of the electrostatic waves.

Broadband electrostatic noise (BEN) has been reported in magnetosheath jets by Karlsson et  al.  (2018). The 
authors suggested that these waves might be non-linear, solitary waves generated by ion acoustic or Langmuir 
waves. They were not able to investigate the wave forms since fast mode data was used in their study. Even though 
we also observe solitary structures (discussed in the next section), the majority of the broadband signatures in the 
electric field spectra can be linked to localized wave packets in the electric field and not solitary waves.

The properties of the above described waves agree with properties of the ion acoustic wave mode. Ion acoustic 
waves are electrostatic waves showing fluctuations parallel to the magnetic field, propagating parallel to the 
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magnetic field with frequencies both above and below the ion plasma frequency fpi ≈ 1.5 kHz. However, ion 
acoustic waves are heavily damped if Te < Ti which is generally the case in the magnetosheath as well as during 
the jet observation (not shown). Unless they are locally generated and strongly driven, it is not expected that ion 
acoustic waves propagate far in the magnetosheath. Therefore, it is unlikely that these broadband electrostatic 
waves are ion acoustic wave modes.

Another possibility are Bernstein modes, since they are also electrostatic. However, they are usually observed 
at harmonics of the ion cyclotron (fci ≈ 0.3 Hz) or electron cyclotron (fce ≈ 600 Hz) frequencies. The observed 
frequency range does not correspond to ion Bernstein modes. Furthermore, we cannot observe banded emission 
at multiples of the electron cyclotron frequency but a broadband signature. Therefore, it is unlikely that these 
waves are electron Bernstein waves.

Shin et al. (2005) suggested that an electron acoustic mode could explain the electrostatic waves between the 
electron gyrofrequency (fce ≈ 600 Hz) and the ion plasma frequency (fpi ≈ 1,500 Hz). The authors studied the 
electron velocity distribution while they observed such electrostatic wave activity. They found that two elec-
tron distributions, one cold, beam-like distribution and one warm, background distribution can drive an electron 
acoustic mode. In addition, Shin et al. (2007) found that electrostatic quasi-monochromatic waves are most often 
observed close to the bow shock. This was linked to the shock potential at the bow shock that accelerates electrons 
which then form a beam-like component. We cannot observe a cold electron beam due to the limitations of the 
MMS FPI instrument. Therefore, we cannot rule out that such a cold beams exists as the driver for these waves. 
In addition, the maximum intensity of our observed waves is below fpi ≈ 1,500 Hz which could fit the criteria for 
electron acoustic modes according to Shin et al. (2005).

Gary (1987) performed an analysis of electron acoustic waves, computing growth rates and stability thresholds 
for the electron/electron acoustic and the electron/ion acoustic instabilities. In the former a cold electron popula-
tion has a relative drift speed to the warm electron distribution, and the ions do not matter for the instability. In 

Figure 4. Example of an broadband electrostatic wave. A: MMS1 observations: (a) AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 in field aligned 
coordinate (FAC), (b) electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 in FAC, (c) electric field spectrum P(E) in units of [(mV/m) 2/Hz], (d) magnetic field 
spectrum P(B) in units of [(nT) 2/Hz], B: four spacecraft observation of parallel electric field E‖. In the spectra (c, d) the gray 
line indicates the ion plasma frequency fpi and the blue line indicates the electron cyclotron frequency fce. The vertical black 
line indicates the time interval of A.
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the latter case the cold electrons drift also with respect to the ions. In our case, a cold electron population with 
kBTe,c ≈ 1 eV carrying 10% of the total electron density and drifting at v ≈ 5vth,c with respect to a warm electron 
background at kBTe,w ≈ 30 eV would be consistent with the electron measurements, as we do not have access to 
the lowest energy part of the distribution. This distribution function would be unstable to both the electron/elec-
tron acoustic and electron/ion acoustic instabilities (Gary, 1987). However, since the threshold for the electron/
ion acoustic instability is lower, that is the most likely instability to occur. The electron/ion acoustic instability 
also allows lower relative drift speeds and is consistent with the maximum wave intensity being observed below 
the ion plasma frequency.

We come to the conclusion that these waves are most likely electron acoustic mode waves. We cannot confirm nor 
rule out their generation mechanism with an cold electron beam due to limitations of the available instruments.

3.4. Electrostatic Solitary Waves

In Figure 1Bc we do not only observe wave packets of electrostatic waves, but also solitary waves. Here we show 
three occurrences of solitary waves. The solitary wave with highest amplitude observed by the MMS1 spacecraft 
is observed around 19:41:50 UT and will be investigated in more detail in the following. An overview over the 
observation of this solitary wave is given in Figure 5A between 19:41:50.075–50.090 UT.

The solitary wave in Figure 5A reaches an amplitude of about 12 mV m −1 and has a duration of about 1.5 ms. The 
highest fluctuation can be observed in E‖ while fluctuations in E⊥ are much smaller. 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 does not show any fluc-
tuations, therefore this is an ESW. The bipolar pulse causes a broadband structure in the spectrum. In addition, 
small amplitude precursors are visible in the parallel electric field.

In Figure 5B another example of an ESW is shown which was observed by the MMS2 spacecraft 19:41:56.774 
UT. As in the previous example, the duration is about 2 ms and the largest variation is observed in E‖. The ampli-
tude of the negative peak is about 20 mV m −1. In addition, there is also a small positive peak before the large 
bipolar variation. Approximately 120 ms later a similar signature was observed by the MMS1 spacecraft with a 
much smaller amplitude.

Figure 5. Example of an electrostatic solitary wave. A: MMS1 observation: (a) AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 in field aligned coordinate (FAC), (b) magnetic field spectrum 
P(B) in units of [(nT) 2/Hz], (c) electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 in FAC, (d) electric field spectrum P(E) in units of [(mV/m) 2/Hz]. B: MMS1-4 observations: Electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 
components in FAC with 120 ms time difference. Panels A and B show two different events.
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The presented ESW show first a negative and then a positive electric field variation in E‖. The electric potential 
can be used to classify ESWs. Electron phase space holes have a positive potential and ion phase space holes have 
a negative potential. In order to determine the electric potential from 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 of the ESW, the propagation direction must 
be known. Single-spacecraft timing (Steinvall et al., 2022) fails, since the magnetic field (and hence the wave prop-
agation direction) is mainly along the shorter axial probes, resulting in an unmeasurable time lag. The ESWs are not 
observed by all four spacecraft, so we cannot use multi-spacecraft timing to determine their velocity. However, the 
short duration and similar wave form between the two spacecrafts (Figure 5B) might indicated that the same ESW 
was first observed by MMS2 and then by MMS1. Assuming that these ESWs are the same and that they propagate 
parallel or anti-parallel to 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 we can estimate their velocity. Using a time separation of 122 ms,  the speed along the 
magnetic field is approximately −37 km s −1 in the spacecraft frame. The ESW is propagating anti-parallel to the 
magnetic field which indicates a negative potential corresponding to an ion phase space hole. Note, this result is 
based on the assumption that the MMS1 and MMS2 spacecraft observe the same  ESW.

Bipolar pulses in the magnetosheath have been reported before. Kojima et  al.  (1997) reported bipolar pulses 
with a duration of 1 − 2 ms in the magnetosheath using the plasma wave instrument on the Geotail spacecraft. 
The authors suggested that electron beams could cause such ESWs in the magnetosheath. This is based on their 
comparison with such waves in the magnetotail where Omura et al. (1996) showed with simulations that several 
electron beam instabilities can cause ESWs.

A study by Graham et al. (2016) found ESWs and field-aligned electrostatic waves in the magnetosheath near 
the Earth's magnetopause. In the example of their study, they reported ESWs with a duration of about 1–2 ms, in 
between fpi and fce. The statistical part of their study suggested the ESWs to be electron holes generated by various 
instabilities, such as the beam-plasma instability, the warm bistream instability, and the electron-ion instabilities. 
These instabilities are caused by an additional electron population in the plasma. The ESWs reported in the study 
by Graham et al. (2016) have a similar to the one described above. This suggests that the ESWs found inside the 
jet might be related to electron phase space holes rather than ion phase space holes.

A study by Pickett et al. (2003) used the Cluster spacecraft and reported similar bipolar signatures that have an duration 
of 25 − 100 µs in the magnetosheath. Cluster's Wideband Plasma Wave Receiver with a lower frequency cutoff at 1 kHz 
was used for the study. The Wideband Plasma Wave Receiver cannot detect pulses with a duration longer than 2 ms. At 
the same time, the MMS EDP instrument is sampled with a frequency of 8 kHz, and therefore no pulses with a dura-
tion longer than ≈0.25 ms are detected with this instrument. It cannot be ruled out that these are the same phenomena 
at different frequencies due to different limitations of the respective instruments. Pickett et al. (2005) suggested that 
solitary waves might be electron phase space holes in the magnetosheath. The authors observed counter-streaming 
electrons during electrostatic wave observation which they suggested is the source for these solitary waves.

Kojima et al.  (1999) compared the pulse duration with the ion plasma oscillation period 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴−1

pi
 and the electron 

plasma oscillation period 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴−1
pe  in different regions. They found that if these times are comparable it suggests 

whether ion or electron dynamics play an important role. In our case, the ESWs have a duration of approximately 
1.5 ms which is comparable to the ion plasma oscillation period 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴−1

pi
  ≈ 0.6 ms. This suggests that ion dynamics 

are more relevant for the observed solitary structure which is in conflict with the results of Graham et al. (2016).

For the first time we reported ESWs inside a jet. These ESWs can only be observed in burst mode due to their 
short duration of approximately 1–2 ms since the electric field is sampled with 32 Hz in fast mode. Since previous 
studies of waves in jets used lower resolution data they were not able to resolve such short-lived structures. The 
observed ESWs have a small spatial extent or are heavily damped, since they are only observed by one or two 
spacecraft and not all four. Based on the timing analysis and the assumption that the MMS1 and MMS2 spacecraft 
see the same ESW, we find that one of the ESWs is an ion phase space hole. However, further analysis would be 
needed to confirm this result. We were not able to determine the source of these ESWs.

3.5. Wave Modes in the Frequency Range 5–200 Hz

So far, we have discussed 1 Hz waves, whistler waves, broadband electrostatic waves and ESWs. But, Figures 1Bj 
and 1Bk shows wave activity up to the ion cyclotron frequency (gray line) in the electric spectrum P(E) and 
the magnetic field spectrum P(B) which cannot be explained by the above presented wave modes. We therefore 
investigate the electric and magnetic field activity in FAC in the frequency range 5–200 Hz. The frequency range 
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was chosen such that the influence from the 1 Hz waves as well as the electrostatic waves are suppressed. Figure 6 
gives an overview over the wave activity in the frequency range 5–200 Hz between 19:41:55–42:05 UT. Figure 6a 
shows the band-pass filtered AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 in FAC in the frequency range 5–200 Hz and Figure 6b shows 
the corresponding spectrum. Figure 6c shows the band-pass filtered electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 in FAC in the frequency range 
5–200 Hz and Figure 6d shows the corresponding spectrum P(E). In Figure 6e the propagation angle θk is shown 
and Figure 6f shows the current density j.

Figures 6a–6e shows that wave activity in the frequency range 5–200 Hz is present throughout the entire interval. 
Note, whistler waves are observed in this time range and they can be identified by their low propagation angle θk 
(e.g., 19:42:02–03 UT). However, they do not account for all the observed wave activity. Since we have already 
discussed whistler waves, we will now focus on the remaining wave activity. By comparing P(B) (Figure 6b) 
and P(E) (Figure 6d) it is clear that there is both electromagnetic wave activity and electrostatic wave activity. 
The waves in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 reach amplitudes up to 1 nT (Figure 6a) and waves in 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 reach amplitudes of about 2 mV m −1 
(Figure 6c). The frequency of the waves spans the entire investigated frequency range from 5 to 200 Hz. The 
wave forms are irregular and not well defined, which leads to a broadband signatures in the respective spectra. 
The wave activity is increased below the lower hybrid frequency flh (indicated by the black lines in Figures 6b, 
6d, and 6e) and decreases with increasing frequency (Figures 6b and 6d). This observation is more pronounced 
in P(B) (Figure 6b) in comparison to P(E) (Figure 6d). The propagation angle θk (Figure 6e) suggests that the 
propagation angle is close to perpendicular (θk ≈ 90°) with respect to 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 for waves below approximately 100 Hz.

The packet between 19:41:55–58 UT shows variations both in 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 and all electric and magnetic field compo-
nents show wave activity (Figures 6a and 6c). The wave packets between 19:41:59-42:00 UT and 19:42:03–03 
UT show only low amplitude wave activity in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 and most activity in E⊥. The packet between 19:42:00–02 UT 
shows wave activity in both the electric as well as the magnetic field, but the variations are dominantly in E⊥.

Lower hybrid frequency waves are electrostatic waves with frequencies close to the lower hybrid frequency flh, 

given through the relation 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴−2

lh
=

(

𝐴𝐴 2

ci
+ 𝐴𝐴 2

pi

)−1

+ (𝐴𝐴ci𝐴𝐴ce)
−1 , where fci is the proton gyrofrequeny, fce is the electron 

gyrofrequency, and fpi is the ion plasma frequency. Lower hybrid frequency waves have fluctuations mainly in E⊥ 
and propagate perpendicular to 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 . Even though, lower hybrid waves are considered to be electrostatic, they have 
been associated with magnetic field fluctuations. These fluctuations are associated with currents generated by 
the wave (Norgren et al., 2012) which are mainly observed in B‖. The lower hybrid mode is found on the same 
dispersion surface as the whistler, the fast magnetosonic or the compressional Alfvén mode (André, 1985). For 

Figure 6. Wave activity between 5 and 200 Hz. (a) AC magnetic field 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 in field aligned coordinate (FAC), (b) magnetic 
field spectrum P(B) in units of [(nT) 2/Hz], (c) electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 in FAC, (d) electric field spectrum P(E) in units of [(mV/m) 2/
Hz], (e) propagation angle θk, (f) the magnitude of the current density j. The black line in the spectra (b, d, e) indicates the 
lower hybrid frequency flh. The vertical line marks the end of the jet time interval.
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more oblique propagation angles the properties of the waves are different and an electromagnetic, right circularly 
polarized mode would be generated instead. Different propagation angles of the waves due to varying plasma 
conditions could cause different wave properties. The wave packets after 19:41:59 UT are associated with prop-
erties of a lower hybrid waves. The packet from 19:41:55–58 UT does in addition show fluctuations in B⊥ and in 
E‖ which do not correspond to typical properties of lower hybrid waves.

Gunell et  al.  (2014) reported wave activity in the lower frequency range which was confirmed by Karlsson 
et al. (2018). Gunell et al. (2014) suggested that these waves are generated by currents that develop near the jet 
boundaries. In Figures 1Bi and 6f an increase in the current density can be observed during increased wave activity. 
This suggests that these waves are likely generated by currents. In this case the currents could develop from the 
rotation of the magentic field. But, in general, any change in the magnetic field causes a current to develop.

We observe increased wave activity between 5 and 200 Hz. Some wave packets are consistent with lower hybrid 
waves while other wave packets are more electromagnetic. We suggest that these waves are of the same mode 
and the electrostatic approximations for lower hybrid waves is an approximation that does not account for all 
observed waves.

4. Observations of Waves in Other Jets
In this section wave activity in two more jets is presented and compared to the previous findings. One of the 
jets was observed on 2016-12-11 11:51:17–55 UT, an overview of the available burst mode data is given in 
Figure 7A. We will refer to this jet as jet 2. The other one, referred to as jet 3, was observed on 2015-11-19 

Figure 7. Same as Figure 1B for jet 2 and jet 3.
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08:05:13–31 UT and the overview is shown in Figure 7B. From now on we 
will refer to the jet that was described in detail in the previous section as jet 1.

The jets were chosen such that they were observed in different magne-
tosheath regions under different conditions. Jet 1 was observed on the flank 
of the magnetosheath behind the quasi-perpendicular bow shock. Jet 2 was 
observed behind the quasi-perpendicular bow shock in the subsolar magne-
tosheath. Jet 3 was observed behind the quasi-parallel bow shock in the 
subsolar magnetosheath.

In the following we will shortly report differences and similarities of the 
waves between these jets. An overview over all waves in jet 1–3 is presented 
in Table 1. We will only show the overview burst plot similar to Figure 1B 
in this paper. We provide all other figures, similar to the ones in the detailed 
analysis of jet 1, in the Supporting Information S1.

4.1. Jet 2

Jet 2 was observed on 2016-12-11 11:51:17–55 UT when the MMS spacecraft were located at 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴GSE = (11.2, 4.1 
0.9). An overview of the burst data is given in Figure 7A. This jet was located in the subsolar region (θs ≈ 20°) 
in the quasi-perpendicular magnetosheath with θBn ≈ 83° as explained in more detail in Section 2. Note, the 
dynamic pressure for this jet falls below the threshold for approximately 1.5 s around 11:51:28 UT (Figure 7Ah), 
for this analysis we will still consider this as a single jet. The dynamic pressure also exceeds the threshold two 
more times from 11:51:55–52:25 UT but with a much lower dynamic pressure. We will refer to this time interval 
as the trailing edge of jet 2.

The jet shows an increase in v (Figure 7Ae) as well as an increase in ni (Figure 7Af). From Figure 7Aa showing 
𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 it becomes clear that 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 is highly varying. This jet shows signs of 1 Hz waves, whistler waves and broadband 

electrostatic waves. We used the same identification criteria as in jet 1. No ESWs were found in jet 2.

One difference in comparison to jet 1 are the properties of the whistler waves. In jet 2 the frequencies of each 
whistler packet are varying (Figure S3Ac in Supporting Information S1). The whistler wave packets are observed 
in the frequency range 30–500 Hz. The frequency within each packet is well defined. The amplitude of each 
whistler packet is also strongly varying and can be up to 1 nT. The observed whistler wave exists independ-
ent of the electron temperature anisotropy, both a perpendicular anisotropy Te⊥ > Te‖ was observed as well as 
a parallel anisotropy Te⊥  <  Te‖ (Figure S3Ah in Supporting Information  S1). The pitch angle-distribution is 
butterfly-shaped, similar to the observations in jet 1 (Figure S3Ah in Supporting Information S1). We suggest that 
the generation mechanism for the whistler waves is the same as in jet 1. The variations in the observed frequencies 
could be the result of variations of the local plasma properties.

Another difference are waves in 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 with a period around 5 s (0.2 Hz) which can be observed from 11:51 UT 
throughout the entire burst interval, so both inside and outside the jet (Figure  7Aa). These waves show an 
enhanced amplitude inside and in the trailing edge of the jet. The fast mode data of 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐵 (Figure S1A in Supporting 
Information S1) shows such wave activity exists both before and after the jet over at least a 10 min interval but 
with decrease in frequency, f ≈ 0.1 Hz, after 11:56 UT. We will refer to this wave activity as 0.2 Hz waves. These 
0.2 Hz waves are similar to the 0.1 Hz waves reported by Karlsson et al. (2018). We could not determine whether 
these waves are locally produced or ULF waves generated in the foreshock and convected into the magnetosheath 
as suggested by Karlsson et al. (2018). Since these waves are present both inside and outside the jet we do not 
investigate these waves in more detail.

Jet 2 shows similar wave activity as jet 1. Jet 2 is also associated with 1 Hz waves, whistler waves, electron 
acoustic waves, and waves around the lower hybrid frequency. In contrast to jet 1, we could not detect ESWs in 
jet 2. There is additional wave activity in the magnetic field with a frequency of 0.2 Hz. We could not find any 
indication that the waves are generated differently in jet 2 compared to the waves in jet 1.

Wave/Jet
Jet 1 

2018-January-03
Jet 2 

2016-December-11
Jet 3 

2015-November-19

0.2 Hz – 11:51–12:03 07:55–8:15

1 Hz 19:42:47–51 11:51:15–25 08:05:20–30

Whistler 19:41:50.2–50.7 11:51:22.8–23.6 08:05:23.3–23.7

e-acoustic 19:41:51.8–51.9 11:51:41.5–41.8 08:05:24.25–24.45

ESW 19:41:50.08–50.09 – –

5–200 Hz 19:41:55–42:05 11:51:52–52:01 08:05:07–17

Note. The indicated times correspond to the times used for the figures 
showing examples of the respective wave.

Table 1 
Observed Waves in Jet 1, Jet 2, and Jet 3
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4.2. Jet 3

Jet 3 was observed on 2015-11-19 08:05:13–31 UT when the spacecraft were located at 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴GSE = (11.8, 2.3, −0.9). 
The burst overview is given in Figure 7B. Note, the actual available burst interval starts 90 s earlier. In order to 
get a better overview of the jet we chose to show a shortened time interval of burst data. This jet was located in 
the subsolar region (θs ≈ 12°) in the quasi-parallel magnetosheath with θbn ≈ 39°. As in jet 2 we define the trailing 
the edge of the jet from 08:05:31–40 UT as the dynamic pressure exceeds the threshold three more times.

The jet shows, as jet 1 and 2, an increase in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 (Figure 7Be) and in ni (Figure 7Bf). The jet is observed after an 
increase in 𝐴𝐴 |�⃗�𝐵| (Figure 7Ba). There is an increase in wave activity during the jet and during the trailing edge in 
both the electric field 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝐸 (Figures 7Bc and 7Bk) and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴�⃗�𝐵 (Figures 7Bb and 7Bj). We were able to detect 1 Hz waves, 
whistler waves, broadband electrostatic waves, and waves between 5 and 200 Hz. No ESWs were observed in jet  3.

Jet 3 shows only one occurrence of a whistler wave which was observed around 08:05:23 UT. The amplitude of 
this whistler is low, approximately 0.15 nT, (Figure S8Ba in Supporting Information S1) in comparison to jet 1 
and 2. During the whistler wave observation the electron temperature shows either no anisotropy or a perpendic-
ular anisotropy Te,⊥ > Te,‖. The pitch-angle distribution shows fewer electrons moving quasi-perpendicular to the 
magnetic field, but we can not identify a clear butterfly-shaped pitch-angle distribution as in jet 1 and 2 (Figure 
S8Aj in Supporting Information S1). Possibly, the generation mechanism the same as in jet 1 and 2, but the signa-
ture of the butterfly-shaped pitch-angle distribution is weaker causing whistler waves with a smaller amplitude.

Figure 7Ba shows waves with a period of about 0.2 Hz similar to jet 2. This wave activity can also be observed in 
the fast magnetic field data (S6A) over an extended period of time before and after the jet.

Jet 3 shows similar wave activity as jet 1 and jet 2. Jet 3 is associated with 1 Hz waves, whistler waves, electron 
acoustic waves, and waves around the lower hybrid frequency. We suggest that the generation mechanisms are 
the same as in the other two jets. In contrast to jet 1, we did not observe ESWs in jet 3. As in jet 2, we observe 
0.2 Hz waves in jet 3.

5. Conclusion and Outlook
We have investigated wave activity inside, and in the vicinity of, three different magnetosheath jets. We find 1 Hz 
waves (1), whistler waves (2), electron acoustic waves (3), waves around the lower hybrid frequency (4), ESWs 
(5), and 0.2 Hz waves (6). Of these waves, (1), (2), (3), and (4) were observed in all three jets. ESWs were only 
observed in jet 1. The 0.2 Hz waves in the magnetic field were only observed in jet 2 and jet 3. For these waves 
have made the following findings:

1.  1 Hz waves are electromagnetic waves associated with density and magnetic field gradients. These waves 
show properties similar to mirror mode waves, slow-mode waves, and electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves. 
The associated density and magnetic field gradients suggest that this wave mode cannot be associated with 
a basic wave mode as it is derived assuming a homogeneous plasma. We report this wave mode for the first 
time in magnetosheath jets.

2.  Whistler waves: The observation of whistler waves is in agreement with previous work by Gunell et al. (2014) 
and Karlsson et al. (2018). We find that whistler waves are likely to be excited by a butterfly-shaped pitch-angle 
distribution while Gunell et al. (2014) suggested a generation through electron beams.

3.  Electron acoustic waves have a broadband signature in the electric field and can therefore be described as 
BENs. We suggest that the electron acoustic waves are generated by an additional cold electron population. 
In contrast, Karlsson et al. (2018) proposed an association with either Langmuir waves or ion acoustic waves.

4.  Lower hybrid waves: Wave activity close the lower hybrid frequency which is in agreement with Gunell 
et al. (2014) and Karlsson et al. (2018). Some of these lower hybrid waves show strong electromagnetic prop-
erties. These waves are most likely generated due to increased currents flowing inside, and in the vicinity of, 
the jet caused by changes in magnetic field orientation or magnitude.

5.  ESWs: We report ESWs inside jets for the first time. We found that one of the observed ESWs might be an 
ion phase space hole, however further investigations are needed to confirm this result. Even though they cause 
broadband electric field signatures they can not be accounted for majority of BEN in contrast to what was 
suggested by Karlsson et al. (2018).
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6.  0.2 Hz waves can be observed in the magnetic field with a period of 5 s, both inside and outside of jet 2 and 
jet 3. Similar oscillations with a period of 10 s have been reported by Karlsson et al. (2018), but only in the 
quasi-parallel magnetosheath. In contrast, jet 2 was observed in the quasi-perpendicular magnetosheath.

Identifying waves in magnetosheath jets can be challenging since magnetosheath jets are associated with density 
and magnetic field gradients. Properties of basic wave modes are derived using approximations of linearity and 
homogeneity, the validity of these approximations needs to be verified in the context of magnetosheath jets. Espe-
cially for low frequency waves, these assumptions are often violated as they are on time scales similar to density 
and magnetic field changes. In addition, for these low frequency waves the magnitude of the variations becomes 
comparable to the background magnetic field. This challenges the assumption on the linearity of the wave modes.

An additional challenge are limitations due to instruments. For the electron distribution, a better temporal reso-
lution would be favorable to study high frequency phenomena such as broadband electrostatic waves and solitary 
structures. In addition, the MMS FPI instrument only resolves electrons above 10 eV. In the magnetosheath we 
would expect to see electron beams with lower energies.

The investigated jets were located in different regions of magnetosheath behind both the quasi-parallel and 
quasi-perpendicular bow shock. Only jet 1 shows signatures of solitary waves but did not show 0.2 Hz waves in 
the magnetic field as jet 2 and jet 3. A statistical study is needed to determine under which conditions the waves 
are observed. 1 Hz waves, whistler waves, electron acoustic waves, and waves around the lower hybrid frequency 
are consistently observed in our three jets, independent of their location or the magnetosheath conditions.

An increased wave activity inside, and in the vicinity of, jets reflects the complicated interaction of different 
plasma environments. Furthermore, waves can transfer energy between particle populations inside jets as well as 
at the boundary of the jet interacting with the surrounding magentosheath plasma. Waves can shed light on the 
evolution of jets as they propagate through the magnetosphere and potentially interact with the magnetosphere 
through the magnetopause. Especially the 1 Hz electromagnetic waves which develop at the boundary of jets 
could transfer energy from the plasma population inside the jet to the surrounding magnetosheath plasma. This 
would affect the evolution of the jet by slowing it down and decreasing the energy of the plasma inside the jet. 
Further investigations are needed to calculate the Poynting flux to determine in the direction of the energy trans-
fer. Currents that drive lower hybrid waves could form at the boundaries of jets due to changes in the magnetic 
field. The energy to drive these lower hybrid waves could come from the kinetic energy or the thermal energy of 
the particles. A more in depth analysis would be needed to identify the source of the energy which is outside the 
scope of this work. An additional source for the lower hybrid waves could be 1 Hz waves associated with their 
large magnetic field amplitudes which could drive currents that generate waves in the lower hybrid frequency 
range. Whistler waves are know to contribute to the heating of electrons (Breuillard et al., 2018) and could there-
fore be associated with an increase in the electron temperature inside magnetosheath jets. If electron heating due 
to whistler waves can be observed in magnetosheath jets is subject to further research.

In the future, a statistical study of waves in, and in the vicinity of, jets could reveal systematical differences 
between jets. Differences in wave activity could shed light on differences in the internal structure. Furthermore, 
the use of simulations can help to understand and predict properties of waves in non-linear and inhomogeneous 
environments better. Studying wave activity in magnetosheath jets is a step toward understanding the microphys-
ics of these jets which can help to gain knowledge about their evolution and formation.

Data Availability Statement
We acknowledge the use of MMS data available under https://lasp.colorado.edu/mms/sdc/public/. We acknowl-
edge use of NASA/GSFC's Space Physics Data Facility's OMNIWeb service, and OMNI data available at 
https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/. Data analysis was performed using the pyspedas package available at https://
github.com/spedas/pyspedas, the pytplot package available at https://github.com/MAVENSDC/PyTplot, and the 
IRFU-Matlab analysis package available at https://github.com/irfu/irfu-matlab. This research made use of Plas-
maPy version 0.7.0, a community-developed open source Python package for plasma research and education 
(PlasmaPy Community et al., 2021).
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